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1. Introduction 

Energy planning is a carplex and data in ten si ve task requiring 

t."le · expertise of the decision makP.r and the II\Od.P.ler and an 

adequate planning tool. Many energy m:xlels have teen · developea 

during the past · 20 years and sare have been appJ ied for a'1alyses 

of the energy system of industrialized countries. In recent times 

sare of these models have been adopted and app1ied -to the 

situation of developing countries, and SomP. few have been 

developed by organizations in developing countries itself. 

* CERD, University of Ife, Nigeria 
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Table> 3: Energy Demand M:Xlel.s 
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Table 4: Energy-Econany ~ls 
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.Table 5: IntP.grated Energy Models 
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- rural-urban dichotomy, 

- analytical representation of non-commercial fuels, 

- potential of renewable energy, 

- regional imbalance, 

- management of exhaustible resources, 

- interaction between energy and econcmy, and 

- foreign exchange requirements. 

The De-specific criteria, which CP.served our particular attention, 

are ccmnented be low. 

a) ne Rural-urban Dichotany 

'01e urban sector depends in nost cases strongly on the consumption 

of the so-called ccrrrrercial fuels, while the rural pc;>ulation 

depends, in sane cases, a.J.Ioc>st entirely on traditional fonns of 

energy (nan-ccrrmercial fuels). The latter leads to severe problems 

such as deforestation, erosion, loss of soil fertility and 

traditional farmland. 

'!here are two reasons why the non-carrnercial fuel should be 

treated differently fran the ccmnercial ones. First they are by 

and large untraded and fall outside the normal cash transactions 

aside fran areas near the urban centers. There especially fire

wood is traded. Secondly, for canmercial fuels the suppliers and 

consumers are distinct entities while the consumers and suppliers 

of non-ccmrercial fuels are the sarre. 'lhere exists a difficult 

quantification problem for the non-commercial fuels. 

In nest of the nodels that treat non-ccmrercial fuels, ooly 

fuelwood is considered in details because it is the largest form 

consumed and the inclusion of animal dung, crop residue, twigs 

and leaves will greatly carplicate an already ccrrplex structure. 

Sane nodels miss t."le point by not recognising this rural-urban 

dichotcrny present in most developing countries. As an exarrple the 

LEAP rrodel includes a good representation of the rural-urban 

differences. 
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b) Analytical Representation of Ncn-camercial FUels 

Under this criteria, \..e examire how the rrodels represent analy

tically the supply and demand of non-cannercial fuels. Among the 

rrodels, two approaches are used to analytically handle the supply 

of non-carrnercial fuels. 

'Ihe first trethod is th~ net'V.tt'k approach. It is applied by rrost 

supply cptimization ~ls. 'Ibe principle is that the "c:ptimal" 

supply structure for non-ccmnercial energy can be found if the 

necessary teclmology and cost data are available which represent 

the flow of energy frcrn the resource extraction to the end-use 

Clevice, given a level of useful or final energy demand. 

'Ihe second rrethod, irrplarented for instance in ENERPLAN, 

approaches the supply of fuelwood fran a resource balance 

equation. '1be total available forestry resource stock at a given 

tirre is equated to the available stock at a previous tine step, 

plus increrrental addition due to afforestation and natural growth 

of the foresting resource in that period, less the consumption 

and deforestation due to other causes in the sane period. 

c) Potential of Renewable Energy 

Many developing countries are endowed with a large resource base 

of renewable energy sources. These sources include resources such 

as hydropower, solar energy, wind, tidal, geothennal, bicrnass, 

etc. 

'Ihe potential of renewable energy sources for satisfying energy 

demand can principally be analyzed by all energy supply models 

revie\..ed in this study. '!be representation of renewable . sources 

in energy supply rrodels such as MESSAGE, requires, ho~ver, very 

detailed infonnation about resources and conversion technologies, 

1Nhich is generally not available. In addition, the axrount and 

availability of renewable sources depend largely on climatic 

conditions,. which may add another dimension of uncertainty to 

the use of such supply models. 
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d) .Regicnal lirbalance 

r.Dst crvelcping countries are characterised by a heterogenous 

spatial develc:pnent. ThP. e.conanic and social infrastructure are 

distributed unevenly. While sare regions are heavily industria

lised, others have subsistence econ~. Differences in econanic 

develc::.pnent of various parts of a country often result in diffe

rent regional levels of energy cenand. As a result, energy is 

also distributed unevenly in the regions. Lack of energy supply 

systems in Ul"lderdeveoloped regions has often lead to lack of 

investirent in those areas. 

Many of the energy supply models reviewed represent the technical 

dim.?nsicn of the energy system only. Hanogenuity throughout the 

country or region is assUired inplicitly. An application of these 

nodels for a larger develcping country requires often 

modifications ·in order to add the regional dimension. 

e) Managenent of -Exhaustible Resources 

Management of exhaustible resources is an important issue in most 

developing - countries and has considerable direct or indirect 

inpact an the econanic develq::ment. Optimal utilization of re

sources and develop:rent of a proper resource pricing policy will 

either contribute to the increase of foreign exchange revenues 

( fran the export: of these resources) or to the decrease . of energy 

i!rport.s, and consequently helps to reduce foreign exchange 

requirement. 

'1tle developing countries can be classified into two major groups: 

net oil exporting countries and net oil inporters. The mana~nt 

of exhaustible resources in net _oil inporting countries can be 

achieved through developnent of an optimal energy supply system. 

'Ihe main characteristic of oil exporting developing countries is 

that they e~ a large share of the production of exhaustible 

resources, with such export playing an i.nportant role in the 

econC:rnic develcprent of these countries. 
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'Iherefore, Clevelqxnent of prices, det.Prmination of the level of 

export and danestic requirerrents are the most i.nportant issues. 

'lhe energy supply system nodels, which hav~=> bPen reviewed, use 
cpti..iuization techni..qoos 'Which are noanally based en mini.rn:i.zation of 

objective functions subject to certain constraints. In these 

models, the export revenues from energy are negative contributions 

to the objective function. In the case of a ·large . oil exporting 

reveloping country this modelling feature \\OUld lead to false 

conclusions for the d:rrestic market. It \IIOUl.d, therefore, be 

necessary to analyse the utilization of exhaustible resources for 

the dc:nlestic and for the export market separately. 

f) Interacticn between Energy and Econ<rny 

Understanding the relationship bet~n the energy sector and the 

rest of the econCI~¥ is inportant in t\\0 respects. First, the 

energy sector is linked with alrnost all the sectors of the eco

nany, hence econanic activities will have a large influence on 

the energy demand. Secondly, an energy planning exercise is not a 

goal in itself bur rather a means of achieving national 

develq:;ment oojectives. For developing countries in particular, 

the interaction between the energy sector and the econany assurres 

a bigger dimension since the singular objective of these countries 

is that of achieving balanced developnent within the shortest 

feasible period. 

'!here are three different techniques used in the energy-econany 

models reviewed: '!he first method is Linear Prograrrming with an 

Input-output table. 'Ihis is the technique adq>ted for instance by 

the TEESE nodel, which was structured and develcped around the 

BrookhaVE'!l'l Energy Econany Assessment r-bdel (BEEAM). 

'Ihe second major method is sc:rrewhat different fran the first 

approach because there is no cptimization but rather simulation 

of the economy under the assumptions of various alternative poli

cies. This was the approach used by the Bli tzer rroael of the 
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energy-econany in Jordan. 'Ihls type of rrodel is basically built 

around variables such as GNP, investzrent and savings. 

'!he third methodology is applied by the so-called Ccxrputable 

General Equilibrium r.hdels (a;EM). The <XiEl-1 are based on the 

original Walrasian equilibrium in lftrich prices are adjustec. to 

make excess· demand equal to zero, such that consurrers maximize 

their utility functions while the producers maximize profits. 

g) Foreign Exchange Re~nts 

'ltle developing countries are usually characterised by underdeve

lq:>ed industrial infrastructures. Expansion of any sector of the 

econany will require inportation of technology fran industria

lized countries. 

The energy sector is a large scale system. Development of this 

sector requires the construction of large extraction and conver

sion technologies, \Yhi.ch are usual! y, to different extents, not 

within the technological capabilities of rrost developing coun

tries. 'lherefore, a large sum of foreign exchange will have to be 

allocated for the inportation of the nP.Cessa:ry extraction, con

version and transmission facilities. 

In addition, net energy inporting developing countries have to 

spend foreign exchange for importation of fuels, which is needed 

by the energy system. Foreign exchange expenditures on irrporta

tion of fuels and technologies are i.nportant issues. In most de

veloping countries, the availability of foreign exchange is a 
major problem and may limit the develcpnent of the energy sector. 

A flexible tool for planning the energy system must have the ca

pability of being used to analyse the effect of foreign exchange 

shortages on the structure of the energy system. 

'Ihe c:bjective function of revie~d energy supply system rrodels, 

like EFDM or MARKAL, is usually minimization of total cost. 'Ihis 

total cost is the sum of dcrnestic costs and the foreign exchange 

expenditure far operating and develcping the energy sector. For 
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analysis of the foreign exchange requirerrent, it will be 

necessary to specify the danestic and foreign ccxrponents of the 

total cost in the objective function explicitly. 

4. Conclusions and Reca:mendations 

F.ram the model review the following conclusions can be drawn. 

On the problem of data, it is clear that the lack of reliable 

and consistent data in most develcping countries limits the use

fulness of s~ of the nore cc:rnprehensi ve and detailed I'!Od:=!ls • 

Apart fran the problem of data, those roode ls which utilize eco

naretric tedmiques have an additional CCllplication due to the 

structural change and political/econc:mi.c disequilibriun ever 

present in developing countries. Yet, despite these problems, if 

m::xlels are to serve as a useful aid for decision making, there 

may be no choice but to dedicate more efforts to data collection 

en a more frequent basis. In the interim,t' educated guesses "or 

cross-country carparison may be used, albeit with a great cP.al 

of caution in estimating srne input parameters. 

On the major problem of the inadequate analytical representation 

of the rural energy system, sare nodels sinply miss the point by 

not recognising the rural-urban dichotany present in rrost cP.ve

loping countries. Those, that do recognise this structure, deal 

with the rural energy system inadequately. The source of this 

problem is tW'.)fold: First, the lack of data which was explained 

earlier; secondly, it must be recognised that the rural energy 

system is carplex, and far fran carpl.etely understcx:Xl. The crnr 

plexities arise from reasons such as 

- the difficult distinction bet~en suppl.y and demand for tradi

tional fuels in the rural energy system 

- the transactions for fuels Which are generally outside the tra

ditional monetary systems 

- the different purposes for which traditional fuels are used, 

thereby further complicating the estimation process. 
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'!he> use of traditional energy sourcP.s, especially wood, has a 

major irrpact m the ecological system and roay cause serious en

virOillrental problems, which consequently will affect other sec

tors. The treat.rnent of this issue requires a thorough considera

tion of intert.ent>oral allocation of natural resources. 

On the problem of imbalances bet~n demand and supply of energy 

in various regions, which is mainly due to heterogenous socio

econanic d?.velq:ment, no rrodel has addressed this issue expli

citly, although this problan exists in rrost develq;>ing countries, 

and its solution requires expansion of .transportation and trans

mission networks and consequently has a major i.rrpact oo the in

vest:Irent and siting policies. A step forward in the process of 

treating this problan is to inclure the territorial d.irrension 

alongside the technical d.:inension in the energy supply nudels. 

In addition to these major issues, the potential contribution of 

technologies tapping renewable energy resources like mini-hyaro, 

biogas, etc., Wll.ch are usually decentralized, are not adequately 

covered by the supply m:Xiels. While one might argue that they 

could be included in energy supply system m::>Cels in principle, 

once the relevant technical and econanic parameters are available, 

other criteria have to be defined to distinguish t..hen fran the 

rrore conventional large-scale centralized energy supply systems. 

Renewable energy resources with the regeneration function 

characteristics are not reflected e~licitly in the existing 

energy supply models. 

In view of the above observations, it becanes d:wious that there 

is a need for more efforts in the direction of data collection 

and institutionalization of these efforts in the developing coun

tries. In addition, nore research efforts are neE>ded to understand 

the rural and the regional aspects of energy systems in deVP.lo

ping countries. Perhaps, when the state of knowledge improves and 

data recare nore readily available, inproved nethods and 

approaches will emerge for ~ analysis of developing countiies • 

energy system. 
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